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Abstract: In this paper, we present a novel defogging technique, named CurL-Defog, with the aim
of minimizing the insertion of artifacts while maintaining good contrast restoration and visibility
enhancement. Many learning-based defogging approaches rely on paired data, where fog is artificially
added to clear images; this usually provides good results on mildly fogged images but is not effective
for difficult cases. On the other hand, the models trained with real data can produce visually
impressive results, but unwanted artifacts are often present. We propose a curriculum learning
strategy and an enhanced CycleGAN model to reduce the number of produced artifacts, where both
synthetic and real data are used in the training procedure. We also introduce a new metric, called
HArD (Hazy Artifact Detector), to numerically quantify the number of artifacts in the defogged
images, thus avoiding the tedious and subjective manual inspection of the results. HArD is then
combined with other defogging indicators to produce a solid metric that is not deceived by the
presence of artifacts. The proposed approach compares favorably with state-of-the-art techniques on
both real and synthetic datasets.

Keywords: defogging; GAN; curriculum learning; defogging artifacts

1. Introduction

Fog, mist, or haze may negatively affect the acquisition of digital photographs. Indeed,
images captured under bad weather conditions may suffer from limited visibility, poor
contrast, faded colors, and a loss of sharpness. This not only makes the photographs
esthetically less pleasant but can greatly decrease the accuracy of computer vision tasks
such as object detection, tracking, classification, and segmentation [1], which constitute the
basic blocks of challenging applications such as self-driving cars. Defogging (or dehazing)
is the task of removing the fog from a given image, with the aim of reconstructing the same
scene as if it were taken in good (or at least better) weather conditions.

A robust haze removal technique can be useful in many circumstances, both as a
pre-processing step and as a stand-alone procedure. For instance, fog is one of the main
causes of road accidents; thus, a strong defogging algorithm can be extremely helpful for
drivers—e.g., informing them of hazards that may be hidden behind the mist. Even self-
driving cars often become extremely confused in foggy weather, due to the limited visibility
and the creation of reflections and glare in the cameras [1]. Defogging can also be used
as an independent operation in image enhancement tasks, with the aim of improving the
visual quality of images; e.g., in photographs taken with smartphones or digital cameras.

In recent years, a plethora of defogging approaches has been proposed, based on
both classical neural networks [2–4] and generative adversarial networks [5–8]. Although
these methods often outperform the preexisting state-of-the-art, they usually must be
trained with paired data, namely the same scene acquired with and without fog. The
impossibility to acquire perfectly paired data, alongside the increased need for big datasets,
has pushed researchers to create and use synthetic data, where the fog is automatically
inserted according to a physical model (see Equation (1)) [9–11]. Moreover, the majority
of the existing defogging techniques cannot handle images with severe fog, where the
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visibility of the scene is highly compromised [12], limiting their practical application in
real scenarios. When totally unpaired models (e.g., CycleGAN) are applied to images
with severe fog, the results are visually pleasing but often affected by the presence of
unwanted artifacts (see Figure 1) added by the “imagination” of the model. Such artifacts
can be extremely dangerous in some applications; for example, non-existent pedestrians or
obstacles added to a defogged road scene could lead an autonomous car to make incorrect
decisions or behave in an unexpected manner.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1. (a) Real severely fogged images; (b) defogging with a state-of-the-art unpaired approach [7].
Note the clear artifacts in the sky; (c) the results produced by the proposed CurL-Defog, denoting a
good compromise between image enhancement and fidelity to the original scene. Images are better
viewed if enlarged on a computer monitor.

In this paper, we present a novel defogging technique based on recent developments in
generative adversarial networks and style transfer. To reduce the insertion of artifacts, we
exploited the concept of curriculum learning [13], where a model is first trained on simpler
tasks, and then the complexity of the examples is increased as the training progresses.
Although this seems to be a fairly obvious strategy, curriculum learning is not easy to
implement, since the curricula must be chosen in an effective manner in order to gain
advantages over the traditional learning procedures [14]. We developed our curriculum
learning strategy by first training our model on artificial paired data in order to compare the
defogged image with the ground-truth of the real scene. This highly penalizes the insertion
of artifacts, thus introducing a bias that is not destroyed in successive training phases,
when the model is exposed to real unpaired data to learn more difficult transformations.

As shown in Section 5, our model is able to perform defogging more effectively on
real foggy images than the majority of models trained only on artificial data. In addition,
the presence of artifacts is significantly reduced with respect to the CycleGAN-based
approaches. Additional tests with severe fog show that the proposed model performs well
even in extreme scenarios, faithfully reconstructing the scene and not inserting unwanted
artifacts in clear images.

In order to quantify the number of artifacts introduced by a defogging technique,
we propose (in Section 4) a novel referenceless artifact detection method, denoted as
HArD. The metric can detect, localize, and quantify the artifacts present in a defogged
image without the need for a reference clear image, so it can be particularly useful to
evaluate defogging on real images. We also combined the HArD metric with the indicators
proposed by Hautiére et al. [15] in order to obtain an adjusted defogging metric that takes
into account the amelioration of the contrast (only) outside the artifact regions.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an overview of
related work on defogging and defogging metrics. In Section 3, the proposed defogging
approach is described, and in Section 4, the new metrics are illustrated. In Section 5, the
experimental results are presented and widely discussed, comparing the proposed method
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with the current state-of-the-art. Finally, in Section 6, conclusions are drawn and future
work directions are suggested.

This manuscript is an extended version of the paper Towards Artifacts-Free Image
Defogging [16] presented by the same authors at the 2020 International Conference on
Pattern Recognition (ICPR).

2. Related Works
2.1. Single Image Defogging

In the presence of fog or haze, the original irradiance of the scene is attenuated in
proportion to the distance of the objects. This effect is combined with the scattering of
atmospheric light. A simple mathematical model can be formulated as follows [17,18]:

I(x) = J(x)t(x) + A(1− t(x)), (1)

where I(x) and J(x) are the hazy and clear images, respectively, A is the global atmospheric
light, and t(x) is the transmission map of the scene, defined as t(x) = e−βd(x), where d(x)
is the depth map of the scene and β is the scattering coefficient of the atmosphere.

In theory, knowing A, β, and the depth of the scene d(x), the inversion of Equation (1)
can perfectly reconstruct the original clear image. However, the problem is ill-posed,
and the estimation of the three parameters from single images is difficult and prone to
errors. For these reasons, many defogging techniques based on the physical model directly
estimate the transmission map t(x) supposing A to be constant and typically equal to 1.

One of the first single image dehazing methods was proposed by Narasimhan et al. [19],
and it relied on supplied information about the scene structure. An effective method was
developed by Fattal [20], who used an Independent Component Analysis-based method to
estimate the albedo and transmission map of a scene. He et al. [21] observed an interesting
property of outdoor scenes with clear visibility: most objects have at least one color channel
that is significantly darker (the pixel value for that channel is near zero) than the others. Using
this property, a method based on dark channel prior was used to estimate the transmission
map t(x). Tarel et al. [22] proposed a technique whose complexity is linear with the number of
image pixels. Their approach is based on a heuristic estimation of the atmospheric veil, which
is then used to recover the haze-free image. Other classical dehazing approaches directly
estimate the parameters of the aforementioned physical model from examples or exploit some
statistical properties of images [23,24].

The most recent approaches are based on deep learning techniques, which are used
to estimate the atmospheric light and the transmission map. An approach based on
convolutional neural networks (CNN) was proposed by Ren et al. [3], where a coarse
holistic transmission map is first produced using a CNN and then refined using a different
fine-scale network. Cai et al. introduced a CNN called DehazeNet [2] with the goal of
learning a direct mapping between foggy images and the corresponding transmission maps.
None of the approaches described above consider the esthetic quality of the resulting image
in the parameter estimation phase. End-to-end models, which directly estimate the clear
image, began to emerge with the work by Li et al. [4].

Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [25] have proven to be effective for many
image generation tasks, such as super-resolution, data augmentation, and style transfer.
The application of GANs to dehazing is quite recent; most notably, the use of adversarial
training for the estimation of the transmission map was proposed by Pang et al. in [5].
The use of GANs as end-to-end models to directly produce a haze-free image without
estimating the transmission map was first developed by Li et al. [6]; in that model, the
discriminator receives a pair of images—the hazy image and the corresponding clear
image—and is trained to estimate the probability that the haze-free image is the real k age
given the foggy picture.

All the CNN or GAN-based approaches reported above are trained on paired datasets
of foggy and clear images. Unfortunately, these datasets are often synthetic and the quality
of results may decrease if the model is tested with real photographs. CycleGAN [26],
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a special GAN approach based on cycle consistency loss, does not require any pairing
between the two collections of data. Defogging with unpaired data was explored by Engin
et al. [7]: taking inspiration from neural style transfer [27], the inception loss computed
by features extracted from a VGG network [28] was used as a regularizer. Moreover,
Liu et al. [8] proposed a model similar to CycleGAN used in conjunction with the physical
model to apply fog to real images during the inverse mapping.

Curriculum learning was recently explored in the context of foggy scene understand-
ing and semantic segmentation [29,30], surpassing the previous state-of-the-art in these
tasks. The curriculum learning approach presented in [29] shows some similarities to our
defogging approach, validating our proposal even in a different scenario. The curriculum
learning approach proposed in [30] is an improvement of [29], where more than two cur-
riculum steps are used. However, the two approaches present some differences from our
proposal: in [29,30], the ground-truth data are generated with self-supervision (from the
previous step model), while we do not require the ground truth when working with real
foggy images. Moreover, our proposal uses generative models (GANs), while [29,30] used
supervised models (CNN). Apart from these differences, we cannot compare our approach
with those presented in [29,30] as they operate in a different setting; in fact, while our
approach is aimed at removing the fog from images to reconstruct the same scene taken
in clear weather conditions, the suggested papers focus on semantic segmentation and
scene understanding.

2.2. Defogging Metrics

Assessing the quality of defogging is a particularly difficult task, especially without
information about the geometry of the image such as the 3D model of the scene. As of
the writing of this work, human judgment is often preferred with regard to automatic
evaluation to assess the quality of defogging. However, human evaluations are subjective,
onerous, tedious, and impractical for large amounts of data.

The most used automatic evaluation techniques are based on methods originally
developed to assess image degradation or noise, such as structural similarity (SSIM) [31]
and the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR), both of which well-known in image processing
(e.g., being used to estimate the quality of compression or deblurring techniques). The
main problem with these metrics is that they need a reference clear image which, as stated
before, is nearly impossible to obtain in a real-world scenario. In addition, SSIM and PSNR
often do not correlate well with human judgment or with other referenceless metrics [9].

Recently, some referenceless metrics specifically designed for defogging have been
proposed. One of these “blind” metrics was introduced by Hautière et al. [15]; it consists of
three different indicators: e, σ and r̄. The value of e is proportional to the number of visible
edges in the defogged image relative to the original foggy picture. An edge is considered
visible if its local contrast is above 5%, in accordance with the CIE international lighting
vocabulary [32]. The value of σ represents the percentage of pixels that become saturated
(black or white) after defogging. Finally, r̄ denotes the geometric mean of the ratios of the
gradient at visible edges; in short, it gives an indication of the amelioration of the contrast
in the defogged image.

Another referenceless metric used to assess the density of fog within an image was
introduced by Choi et al. [33] relying on the natural scene and fog-aware statistical features.
The metric, named the Fog Aware Density Evaluator (FADE), gives an estimation of the
quantity of fog in an image and seems to correlate well with human evaluation.

However, all the aforementioned metrics do not take into account the presence of
artifacts in the defogged image, which is a critical issue especially when unpaired image-to-
image translation models are used. Furthermore, the metrics proposed in [15] can be highly
deceived by the presence of artifacts (especially the descriptors e and r̄), since the addition
of nonexistent objects can raise the number of visible edges in the defogged image. As
an example, an edge in the defogged image that is located in a region where many edges
are also present in the original foggy image is probably the result of a correct visibility
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enhancement and should be taken into consideration in the metric computation. On the
other hand, a new border in the defogged image that lies in a region where no edge is
visible in the associated foggy image is probably an artifact inserted by the model and
should not be considered, or possibly penalized, in the metric calculation.

3. The CurL-Defog Model

Learning to translate a fogged image into a clear scene is a difficult task, especially
without a reference to clear images during training. Indeed, having a reference ground
truth, as in the pix2pix model [34], produces better results than a totally unpaired approach,
such as the CycleGAN model [26], which inserts almost no artifacts and enhances the
contrast more effectively. On the other hand, training a model only with synthetic images
produces poorer results when tested with real foggy photographs, limiting its practical
application in real scenarios.

In order to train a model with real images and at the same time reduce the artifacts in-
serted during the defogging, we propose CurL-Defog, an approach inspired by curriculum
learning [13], where the model is first guided towards a desirable parameter-space region
via pix2pix-like [34] training using a synthetic paired image. The model is then refined
by more complex CycleGAN-like training, where real unpaired images are progressively
provided. As the model’s parameters already lie in a favorable region at the beginning
of the refinement stage, it is unlikely they will be greatly moved to distant configurations
leading to the introduction of heavy artifacts.

3.1. The Model

The two training phases of the proposed model are not separated (e.g., first, the model
is trained only with artificial images, and then only with real photographs), but there is a
gradual transition from the paired training to the unpaired training. Indeed, at each epoch,
the model is trained with some synthetic images and some real images. As the epochs go
on, the number of artificial images is reduced while the number of real examples grows,
progressively increasing the influence of unpaired training.

During the paired training (where the model is trained with artificial data), we use
two different pix2pix models: one for defogging fogged images and one for adding fog
to clear images. In this phase, the two submodels are trained separately. Conversely,
during the unpaired training, the model can be seen as a CycleGAN-based model, where
both the fogging and defogging networks are used in combination to enforce the cycle
consistency loss.

Overall, CurL-Defog is composed of four networks: a generator Gde f og used for defog-
ging, a generator G f og used for inserting fog, a discriminator Dclear used to discriminate
between real and defogged images, and a discriminator D f og used to discriminate between
real and generated foggy images. The overall approach is graphically shown in Figure 2,
and the training algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 1.

3.2. Networks

Generator networks: The architecture of the generator is the same for both Gde f og and
G f og. We have adopted an encoder–decoder network inspired by the work of Johnson
et al. [27] due to the impressive results in neural style transfer. The networks contain
three convolutional blocks in the encoding module and three convolutional blocks in the
decoding module. Every convolutional block is followed by an instance normalization [35]
layer and a ReLU activation layer. In the encoder, the first layer has 64 filters with a
kernel size of 7 × 7 and stride of 1. The second and third layers have 128 and 256 filters,
respectively, with a kernel size of 3 × 3 and stride of 2. Each layer of the decoder module
has the same number of filters as its symmetric layer in the encoder module, but the
convolutions have a stride of 1/2 (transposed convolution). To perform the translation,
we have used nine residual blocks [36], in a similar manner to the original CycleGAN
implementation. The detailed architecture of the generator is shown in Table 1.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 2. CurL-Defog architecture. (a) During the paired training, two separate pix2pix models are used: one for defogging
and one for fogging images. (b) During the unpaired training, the two generators are used in combination to enforce the
cycle consistency loss and the cycle perceptual loss; to keep the notation simple, the discriminators are depicted as rectangles,
and in (b), only the defogging cycle is displayed, since the foggy cycle (starting from the clear image) is symmetrical and
can be easily derived. For each training epoch, the model behaves as in (a) for a subset of the training iterations, and as in
(b) for the rest of the iterations.

Discriminator networks: Both discriminators Dclear and D f og are based on the same
architecture: a 70 × 70 patchGAN [37] aimed at classifying 70 × 70 overlapping image
patches as real or fake. The model contains fewer parameters than a classical image
classification network and can operate on images of any size due to its fully convolutional
architecture. The detailed architecture of the discriminator is shown in Table 2.

Table 1. Architecture of generator networks.

Layer Activation Size

Input 3 × 256 × 256
32 × 7 × 7 conv, stride 1, reflective padding 3 32 × 256 × 256

64 × 3 × 3 conv, stride 2, padding 1 64 × 128 × 128
128 × 3 × 3 conv, stride 2, padding 1 128 × 64 × 64

Residual block, 128 filters 128 × 64 × 64
. . . . . .

Residual block, 128 filters 128 × 64 × 64
64 × 3 × 3 conv, stride 1/2, padding 1 64 × 128 × 128
32 × 3 × 3 conv, stride 1/2, padding 1 32 × 256 × 256

3 × 7 × 7 conv, stride 1, reflection padding 3 3 × 256 × 256
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Algorithm 1 CurL-Defog training algorithm. More details are provided in Section 3.3.
The number of artificial and real images used in every epoch (lines 2–3) is discussed in
Section 5.

1: for number of epochs do
2: k = nr. of artificial images in the current epoch
3: j = nr. of real images in the current epoch
4: for k do . paired training
5: Draw a pair (c, f ) from the paired dataset.
6: ĉ← Gde f og( f )
7: f̂ ← G f og(c)
8: Calculate Lpair using Equation (5).
9: BACK-PROPAGATE Lpair

10: UPDATE Gde f og, G f og, Dclear and D f og.
11: end for
12: for j do . unpaired training
13: Draw c from the real clear dataset.
14: Draw f from the real foggy dataset.
15: ĉ← Gde f og( f )
16: f̂ ← G f og(c)
17: frec ← G f og(ĉ)
18: crec ← Gde f og( f̂ )
19: Calculate Lunpair using Equation (9).
20: BACK-PROPAGATE Lunpair
21: UPDATE Gde f og, G f og, Dclear and D f og.
22: end for
23: end for

Table 2. Architecture of discriminator networks.

Layer Activation Size

Input 3 × 256 × 256
64 × 4 × 4 conv, stride 2, padding 1 64 × 128 × 128
128 × 4 × 4 conv, stride 2, padding 1 128 × 64 × 64
256 × 4 × 4 conv, stride 2, padding 1 256 × 32 × 32
512 × 4 × 4 conv, stride 1, padding 1 512 × 31 × 31
1 × 4 × 4 conv, stride 1, padding 1 1 × 30 × 30

3.3. Full Objective

Paired training: During paired training, the losses of the model are based on the
original pix2pix implementation [34]. As in [26], we used a squared loss instead of the cross-
entropy for the adversarial loss as it improves the stability of the training and produces
better results. The adversarial loss for defogging is defined as follows:

Lde f og
adv = (Dclear(c)− 1)2 + (Dclear(Gde f og( f )))2, (2)

where Dclear is the clear images discriminator, Gde f og is the defog network, f is the foggy
image, and c is the clear image. Similarly, the adversarial loss of the fogging module is
defined as follows:

L f og
adv = (D f og( f )− 1)2 + (D f og(G f og(c)))2. (3)

As in the pix2pix model, the adversarial loss is joined with the L1 loss, calculated
between the translated and the ground-truth images. The L1 loss is defined as follows:

LL1 = ‖Gde f og( f )− c‖1+‖G f og(c)− f ‖1. (4)
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The full objective of the paired training phase is obtained by combining the adversarial
loss and the L1 loss as follows:

Lpair = L
de f og
adv + L f og

adv + λL1LL1, (5)

where λL1 controls the relative importance of the L1 loss.
Unpaired training: during unpaired training, the model is trained with unpaired foggy

and clear images, so the L1 loss cannot be used. Instead, we used the cycle consistency loss
derived from the CycleGAN model [26]:

Lcyc = ‖G f og(Gde f og( f ))− f ‖1+‖Gde f og(G f og(c))− c‖1, (6)

where f and c represent the foggy and clear images, respectively.
In order to make the defogging more effective and preserve details in the results, a

cycle perceptual loss based on features extracted with a pretrained VGG-16 network [28]
was introduced following the work of Engin et al. [7]. The cycle perceptual loss is defined as

Lperc = ‖φ( f )− φ(G f og(Gde f og( f )))‖2
2+‖φ(c)− φ(Gde f og(G f og(c)))‖2

2, (7)

where φ(·) represents features extracted from the second and fifth pooling layers of the
VGG-16 network. Furthermore, similar to the original CycleGAN implementation [26], we
also included an identity loss with the aim of preserving the original tint and color of the
images. Identity loss is defined as

Lidt = ‖G f og( f )− f ‖1+‖Gde f og(c)− c‖1. (8)

Finally, the overall objective of the model during the unpaired training can be ex-
pressed as

Lunpair = L
de f og
adv + L f og

adv + λcycLcyc + λpercLperc + λidtLidt, (9)

where λcyc, λperc and λidt control the relative importance of cycle consistency loss, percep-
tual loss, and identity loss, respectively.

4. The HArD Artifact Detector

As discussed in Section 2, some ad-hoc metrics to assess the quality of defogging
techniques have been proposed, each focusing on a different aspect such as the level of
fog [33] or the amelioration of contrast [15].

However, the aforementioned metrics do not take into account the presence of artifacts
in the defogged image, which is a critical issue especially when unpaired image-to-image
translation models are used. For example, the metrics proposed in [15] can be deceived by
the presence of artifacts, since the addition of nonexistent objects can increase the number
of visible edges in the defogged image.

Here, we propose HArD (Haze Artifact Detector), a new referenceless artifact de-
tector, to localize and quantify the amount of artifacts in a defogged image, given the
corresponding foggy scene. HArD is based on the simple assumption that if a region in the
original foggy image does not present any edge (i.e., it is a region of constant intensity),
the defogging method should not introduce any object in that region, since there is no
information to exploit to reconstruct the scene. In other words, if in the original foggy
picture, no object can be found in a region, that region should also not contain any object
in the defogged picture. The pseudocode of the HArD artifact detector is illustrated in
Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2 HArD metric calculation.

Require: f = original foggy image in range (0,1)
Require: d = automatically defogged image in range (0,1)

1: procedure HARD( f , d)
2: f ′ ← PREWITT( fgray)
3: d′ ← PREWITT(dgray)
4: f ′smooth ← GAUSSIANFILTER( f ′) . σ = 20
5: d′smooth ← GAUSSIANFILTER(d′) . σ = 20
6: f ′scaled ← NORMALIZE( f ′smooth)
7: f ′sat ← tanh(ν f og · f ′scaled) . ν f og = 7.5
8: d′scaled ← NORMALIZE(d′smooth)
9: d′sat ← tanh(νde f og · d′scaled) . νde f og = 1.5

10: di f f ← min(0, d′scaled − f ′sat)
11: return MEAN(di f f )
12: end procedure
13:
14: procedure NORMALIZE(im)
15: return (im− datamin/(datamax − datamin) . datamin and datamax are the minimum

and maximum value of the smoothed images computed offline on a reference dataset.
16: end procedure

HArD can be implemented through a sequence of image processing steps (see
Algorithm 2): first, a map of edges concentration in the foggy and defogged images
is estimated by computing the module of the gradient using the Prewitt operator. After the
edges are found, they are smoothed by convolution with a Gaussian filter. The dimension
of the sigma of the Gaussian filter is set to the square root of the image dimension in order to
obtain a coarse map of the gradients. The maps are then normalized in the range [0,1] using
the maximum and minimum values of smoothed images extracted from a reference dataset.
This is required as fog images show an especially wide range of gradient magnitudes (due
to the different levels of fog). Then, both the maps are saturated by multiplying them by
two constants and applying the hyperbolic tangent function; this step is performed with
the aim of making the edge regions in the two images comparable, even if the defogged
image is usually much more contrasted. Finally, the artifact regions in the defogged images
are determined by subtracting the saturated foggy edge density map from the defogged
edge density map. The obtained difference map has high values in regions denoted by
the presence of edges in the defogged image but not in the fogged image. An example is
shown in Figure 3. To numerically quantify the amount of artifacts inserted, we propose to
use the mean of the resulting map as the indicator. This allows HArD to be receptive to
both the quantity and the magnitude of artifacts. A defogging method that produces few
but very clear artifacts should be penalized in the same manner as different methods that
produce less evident artifacts but spread them across all the resulting images. However, the
mean is often very small, so we multiply it by 100. More examples of the artifacts regions
detected by our metrics are shown in Figure 4.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f)

Figure 3. Overall sequence of steps in HArD metric calculation. (a) Input images: the top row is the
real fogged image, the second row is the same image defogged by a pure unpaired approach [26]. (b)
Gradient computation by the Prewitt operator. (c) Smoothing with a Gaussian filter and scaling in the
interval [0,1]. (d) Saturation of the maps through the hyperbolic tangent. (e) Difference between the
two maps in (d). (f) The regions where the metrics detected the presence of artifacts superimposed
over the defogged image. Images are better viewed if enlarged on a computer monitor.

It is worth noting that classical image gradients based on 3 × 3 masks (such as the
Prewitt operator) are theoretically poorly justified. However, in our HArD detector, the
Prewitt operator is used only for coarse edge detection, and alternative gradient or contrast
operators can be used in this step, such as the Michelson contrast [38] or the LIP additive
contrast [39], which correlate well with the human visual system. Finally, we would like
to remark that the HArD artifact detector should not be used in isolation to evaluate the
quality of the defogging, since it only quantifies the presence of artifacts in the results. We
recommend the use of HArD in conjunction with more traditional defogging metrics in
order to give broader insights about the quality of the analyzed defogging method. A
possible use of HArD in conjunction with a defogging metric is detailed in below.

The HArD + e and HArD + r̄ Metrics

As discussed in Section 4, most of the existing metrics used to assess the quality of
defogging were not conceived to deal with the insertion of artifacts, which are typical
of recent deep-learning-based generative models. On the other hand, carefully designed
metrics, such as the one proposed by Hautiére et al. [15], provide very useful information
about quality enhancement. As examined in Section 2, the metric is composed of three
indicators—e, σ and r̄—but here we focus only on e and r̄. Both the indicators are based
on the number of visible edges in the foggy and defogged images. The more edges are
present after the defogging, the higher the value of the indicators will be. In particular, e
is calculated as the number of edge pixels in the defogged image that are not detectable
in the foggy image but visible after the defogging divided by the number of edge pixels
that belong to visible edges in the foggy image. It is simple to understand that having a
large number of artifacts, with associated edges, in the defogged image can easily increase
e in an unfair manner. Similar considerations apply to r̄. In fact, r̄ represents the geometric
mean of the ratio of the gradients of the defogged and foggy images, calculated in every
visible edge pixel. Even in this case, it is simple to understand how the indicator can be
deceived as an artifact could produce a visible edge in the defogged image that does not
exist in the real foggy picture. Calculating the ratio of the gradients at those particular
locations may produce very high values, or even infinite values if there are no edges at all
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in the examined location of the foggy image. An example of how the indicators e and r̄
could be deceived by artifacts is shown in Figure 5.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 4. Some examples of the region detected by the HArD metric using real and synthetic images
with different levels of inserted artifacts. The first two lines refer to real images with a heavy
introduction of artifacts. The third row shows a real image with a very low insertion of artifacts. The
last row includes a synthetic foggy image and the corresponding ground truth. (a) Foggy images
(b) Defogged images (c) The regions where the HArD metrics detected the presence of artifacts, and
(d) the regions of detected artifacts superimposed on the defogged image. Images are better viewed
if enlarged on a computer monitor.

To make the indicators proposed by Hautiére et al. [15] robust against artifacts, we
propose to mask out the visible edges that lie in regions where the HArD detector finds
artifacts. This simple procedure allows the calculation of the effective contrast enhancement
of the analyzed defogging approach, discarding regions where artifacts may deceive the
metrics. To this end, we binarized (by global thresholding) the continuous artifact maps
returned by HArD. After some tests, we chose a threshold equal to 0.1, since this is high
enough to tolerate the noise present on the map but still includes all the regions with
artifacts in the resulting binarized mask.

The mask is then inverted and multiplied by the map of the visible edges of the
defogged image. Finally, since only pixels outside the mask are taken into consideration,
the values need to be normalized by multiplying them by the ratio between the number of
pixels in the image and the number of pixels not belonging to the mask. The indicators
obtained in this manner are named HArD + e and HArD + r̄. A visual demonstration of the
benefit of the combination of the two metrics is shown in Figure 6, and detailed numerical
data are reported in Table 3.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 5. An example showing how the indicators e and r̄ proposed by Hautiére et al. [15] could
be deceived by the presence of artifacts. (a) Foggy image and the corresponding defogging with a
massive presence of artifacts, (b) the gradients of the two images and the corresponding ratio (third
row). Note that where artifacts are present, the ratio is very high. Bright red denotes a ratio larger
than 10. (c) Visible edges in the two images and the visible edges only present in the defogging. Note
that the majority of visible edges in the defogged image are in regions where artifacts are clearly
present. Images are better viewed if enlarged on a computer monitor.

Table 3. Values for the indicators e and r̄ [15] and the proposed HArD + e and HArD + r̄ metrics for
the images in Figure 6.

e HArD + e r̄ HArD + r̄

Row 1 1.231 1.129 3.283 3.082
Row 2 9.174 7.425 6.980 5.120
Row 3 0.475 0.160 2.925 2.538
Row 4 1.477 0.880 6.653 4.106
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 6. Benefits of HArD + e and HArD + r̄ over the simple indicators e and r̄. (a) Real foggy
images, (b) defogged images with various level of artifacts, (c) the binarized mask obtained from the
HArD metric, (d) the visible edges in the defogged image. Note the high number of edges in regions
where artifacts are present. (e) Visible edges used to compute HArD + e and HArD + r̄; note that
edges belonging to artifacts are not considered. (f) The ratio of the gradients between the defogged
and the foggy images. Note the high value in regions where artifacts are massively present (bright
red indicates a ratio greater than 10). (g) The ratio used to calculate HArD+r̄. Note the near-absence
of regions with a saturated gradient. Images are better viewed if enlarged on a computer monitor.

5. Experimental Results

In this section, the proposed CurL-Defog approach is evaluated and compared with
some state-of-the-art defogging methods. We report experiments both on artificial and real
foggy images, with a particular emphasis on scenes with severe fog and reduced visibility.

5.1. Training Details

The images used in all the experiments have different sizes and resolutions. Thus,
during training, all the images were scaled to 286 × 286 pixels using bicubic interpolation,
and then a random crop of size 256 × 256 was taken and used as an input to the networks.
This last pre-processing step served as a sort of data augmentation procedure since the
datasets were not composed of a high number of images. To reduce oscillations when
the model was trained in the unpaired training phase, we followed the strategy proposed
by Shrivastava et al. [40], where the discriminators were updated by using a history of
generated images instead of those produced by the generators. We kept an image pool of
the last 50 generated images and randomly chose one of them to train the discriminators.
For all the experiments, we maintained the same parameters:

λL1 = 100 λcyc = 10 λperc = 0.1 λidt = 0.5 · λcyc.

These parameter values were empirically selected without performing any systematic
grid search; thus, we believe that accuracy can be further improved if hyperparameter fine-
tuning is adopted. In all the experiments, the CurL-Defog model was trained for 200 epochs.
The learning rate was initially set to 2× 10−4, kept unaltered for the first 100 epochs, and
then linearly reduced to zero in the last 100 epochs.
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5.2. Curriculum Learning Strategy

The precise curriculum learning strategy is not explicitly specified in the CurL-Defog
algorithm, so many different approaches could be used. The simplest strategy, denoted as
linear, works as follows: during the first epoch, the model is trained only with artificial
data; as the epochs progress, the number of artificial images is linearly decreased, reaching
zero at the last epoch; conversely, the number of real images is linearly increased, reaching
the maximum in the last epoch. Thus, in every epoch, a different number of real and
synthetic images is present, and our model is trained both in a paired and in an unpaired
manner in each training iteration.

We experimented with other possible strategies; in particular, the other two approaches
denominated as linear–saturate and step. In the step strategy, only artificial images were
used for the first half of the epochs, and only real images for the remaining half. This is
similar to classical curriculum learning strategies, where there is no mixing of the data
between different curricula. The linear–saturate strategy is similar to the linear strategy,
but the model was trained only with real data for the last k epochs. These two alternatives
did not show any advantage over the simple linear strategy, which also produced a smaller
number of artifacts; thus, the linear strategy was used for all the following experiments.

5.3. Experiments on Synthetic Data

To assess the performance of CurL-Defog on synthetic data, we used the classical SSIM
and PSNR metrics. In fact, even if improved versions of such metrics have been introduced
(such as MS-SSIM [41]), SSIM and PSNR have been used by most of the methods we
considered for comparison, and they remain two of the most used metrics in the defogging
literature. In the synthetic data experiment, we compared our approach with both classical
methods [21,23,24] and machine learning techniques [2–4]. We also included the pix2pix
model [34] as a baseline for GAN-based methods, as the inclusion of paired data was
exactly the scenario in which pix2pix was introduced. The datasets used in this experiment
were as follows:

• Synthetic paired dataset (training): The Outdoor Training Set (OTS), included in the
RESIDE dataset [9]. The dataset is composed of 2061 clear images where, for each
image, 35 different levels of haze are applied (varying the parameters A and β of
Equation (1)), for a total of 72,135 training images. This dataset was used to train all
the compared learning-based approaches;

• Real unpaired dataset (training): LIVE image defogging [42], composed of 500 clear
and 500 foggy real photographs. The major issues with the LIVE dataset are the low
number of images and the marked difference between foggy and clear photographs.
Thus, we substituted the 500 clear images with 2.651 clear photographs taken from the
RESIDE dataset [9] (with no intersection between the images used for the synthetic
dataset experiments). The clear images were manually selected in order to include
only daytime photographs with clear skies and good lighting. This was used for
CurL-Defog training;

• Test dataset: The Hybrid Subjective Testing Set (HSTS), included in the RESIDE dataset
and used as a test dataset in the benchmark by Li et al. [9].

The results are reported in Table 4. It is worth noting that our approach is in line with
state-of-the-art models, reaching the first score for PSNR and the second for SSIM, even
if CurL-Defog was not designed to rival existing state-of-the-art approaches on synthetic
data. A visual comparison between the different methods is shown in Figure 7.

Table 4. Average SSIM and PSNR scores of the dehazing on the HSTS testing set (synthetic images). ↑ indicates that a higher
value is better.

DCP [21] CAP [23] NLD [24] DehazeNet [2] MSCNN [3] AOD-Net [4] Pix2Pix [34] CurL-Defog

PSNR (↑) 14.84 21.53 18.92 24.48 18.64 20.55 24.22 24.83
SSIM (↑) 0.7609 0.8727 0.7411 0.9183 0.8168 0.8973 0.8991 0.9037
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 7. Qualitative comparison of defogging on two sample images extracted from the HSTS
synthetic test set [9]. (a) Foggy images, (b) defogging by CAP [23], (c) defogging by DehazeNet [2],
(d) defogging by AOD-Net [4], (e) pix2pix [34], (f) CurL-Defog (our method), and (g) ground-truth
images. Images are better viewed if enlarged on a computer monitor.

5.4. Experiments on Real Images

Real foggy images are intrinsically unpaired, so SSIM and PSNR cannot be used to
assess the effectiveness of defogging. Therefore, the referenceless metric proposed by
Hautière et al. [15] was used to evaluate the results alongside the proposed HArD metric
to detect the presence of artifacts and the adjusted indicators HArD + e and HArD + r̄.
CurL-Defog was here compared against the Cycle–Dehaze unsupervised approach [7], and
the pix2pix model [34] was used as a baseline. The datasets used in this experiment were
as follows:

• Synthetic paired dataset (training): The Outdoor Training Set (OTS), included in the
RESIDE dataset [9], which was used to train pix2pix and CurL-Defog;

• Real unpaired dataset (training): LIVE image defogging [42], enhanced with more
images as described in the experiment on synthetic data. Used for Cycle-Dehaze and
CurL-Defog training;

• Test dataset: Test set of the LIVE image defogging dataset (100 images) [42].

The results are reported in Table 5, and some examples are shown in Figure 8. As
we can see from Figure 8, CurL-Defog often produces more realistic results compared to
Cycle–Dehaze [7], with almost no artifacts inserted into the defogged image. On the other
hand, Cycle–Dehaze produces slightly more contrasted and sharper results, at the cost of
a greater introduction of unwanted objects in the scene. At the same time, the amount of
details produced by CurL-Defog, especially on very foggy regions, was better than pix2pix.
The HArD values in Table 5 support these observations. As stated before, the indicators
e and r̄ are affected by the insertion of artifacts; therefore, they cannot be considered
in isolation, especially when they are used to evaluate unpaired defogging approaches.
The proposed indicators HArD + e and HArD + r̄ should give a more valid indication of
the quality of the defogging procedure since the effect of artifacts was discounted. We
observe that, excluding the artifact regions, the values of e and r̄ were reduced (except for
pix2pix, which was almost artifact-free). The reduction was more marked for Cycle–Dehaze
than for CurL-Defog; in particular, for the value of r̄, the reductions were 9.7% and 3.9%,
respectively. However, the adjusted metrics still showed that the contrast improvement
was larger for Cycle–Dehaze. The performance of CurL-Defog was in the middle of this
range, enhancing the contrast better than the pix2pix model while producing a low number
of artifacts.
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Table 5. Indicators e and r̄ from [15], the proposed HArD metric and the indicators HArD + e and
HArD + r̄ calculated on the LIVE test set. ↑ indicates that a higher value is better, ↓ indicates that a
lower value is better.

Cycle-Dehaze [7] Pix2Pix [34] CurL-Defog

HArD (↓) 2.535 0.3786 1.374
e (↑) 32.70 25.74 28.41

HArD+e (↑) 30.58 25.73 26.76
r̄ (↑) 3.290 2.135 2.636

HArD+r̄ (↑) 2.998 2.131 2.537

Overall, as discussed in Section 4, these results show that a single defogging metric
that takes into account every aspect is still lacking; thus, using complementary metrics that
focus on different aspects is the best choice to properly evaluate and compare different
approaches. When ground-truth data are available, reference-based metrics remain the
most obvious choice, but unfortunately in challenging cases with real severe fog, reliable
reference images are very difficult to obtain (if the fog is not artificial, the two images
need to be taken at different times (maybe one or more days later) and to avoid unwanted
changes at pixel level: (i) the camera must be firmly fixed to avoid any image misalignment;
(ii) the lighting conditions must be similar (e.g., shadows); (iii) moving objects should be
absent (clouds, cars, pedestrians, tree leaves, etc.); and (iv) wind (even light wind) should
be avoided, as it could bend trees or move other objects).

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 8. Qualitative comparison of defogging on real images with severe fog. (a) Foggy images,
(b) unpaired approach [7] (note the heavy insertion of artifacts), (c) paired approach [34], (d) CurL-
Defog. Images are better viewed if enlarged on a computer monitor.

5.5. Experiments on Severe Fog

To further assess the quality of the proposed CurL-Defog approach in the presence of
severe fog, we tested our model using the Dense-Haze dataset [12], which is composed of
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55 images in which fog is artificially inserted with fog-machines in controlled conditions.
This makes a direct comparison (in terms of classical PSNR and SSIM) with clear images
of the same scene possible. We also used CIEDE2000 [43] to assess the fidelity of color
appearance. CIEDE2000 measures the color difference between two images and generates
smaller values for better color preservation. The level of the fog of the images is significant,
and the visibility is almost zero in all the photographs. We compared our method with
several state-of-the-art learning-based defogging techniques [2,3,7,34]. The datasets used
in this experiment were as follows:

• Synthetic paired dataset (training): The Outdoor Training Set (OTS), included in the
RESIDE dataset [9], which was used to train pix2pix and the paired part of CurL-Defog;

• Real unpaired dataset (training): The O-Haze dataset [44], which is composed of
45 high-resolution pairs of fog and real images. The fog is inserted with fog machines
and it is very similar to real fog. However, the level of fog is much less than in the
Dense-Haze dataset. We randomly cropped each of the 45 images 45 times, producing
an unpaired dataset of 2025 images. We used this training set during the training of
Cycle-Dehaze and CurL-Defog;

• Test dataset: The Dense-Haze dataset (55 images with severe fog) [12].

The results are reported in Table 6. Note that our method was not trained with
images of the Dense-Haze dataset, nor with images with a comparable high level of
fog. The results in Table 6 demonstrate the effectiveness of CurL-Defog: our approach
showed similar performance on the PSNR and CIEDE2000 metrics with regard to the best
baseline, but greatly outperformed all the methods on the SSIM metric. This means that
the original colors were correctly maintained after the defogging, and both absolute and
perception errors were minimized compared to the direct competitors pix2pix [34] and
Cycle–Dehaze [26]. Some examples of the result on the Dense-Haze dataset are shown in
Figure 9. As we can see from the figure, our method produced better defogged results
in comparison with the other baselines and did not insert artifacts even in this extreme
scenario. Pix2pix yielded very appealing results that were similar to those generated by
CurL-Defog. However, the CIEDE2000 metric showed a slightly better color preservation
for CurL-Defog (Table 6, third row). This can be partially appreciated by comparing the
images in columns (d), (e) and (g) in Figure 9.

Table 6. Average SSIM, PSNR, and CIEDE2000 scores of the dehazing on the Dense-Haze dataset.

PSNR (↑) SSIM (↑) CIEDE2000 (↓)
MSCNN [3] 12.52 0.369 24.69

DehazeNet [2] 11.36 0.374 26.88
CycleDehaze [7] 10.54 0.261 25.12

Pix2Pix [34] 10.55 0.311 25.22
CurL-Defog 12.24 0.469 24.86
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f) (g)

Figure 9. Qualitative comparison of defogging on the Denze-Haze dataset [12]. (a) Foggy images,
(b) defogging by [2], (c) defogging by [3], (d) pix2pix [34], (e) Cycle–Dehaze [7], (f) CurL-Defog (our
approach), (g) ground-truth image. Images are better viewed if enlarged on a computer monitor.

5.6. Inference Time Calculation

In order to assess the practical applicability of CurL-Defog, we calculated the inference
time of the proposed approach using a CPU and GPU. A possible application for CurL-
Defog could be self-driving cars, where it could be used to enhance the images acquired by
the cameras under poor weather conditions. We argue that in future cars, where Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) will be pervasive, the presence of a GPU (or some
dedicated hardware for image and signal processing) will be standard. We tested CurL-
Defog using 512× 512 and high-resolution 1024× 1024 images. The CPU used was an
Intel Xeon E5-2650; the GPU used was an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti. The inference times
are reported in Table 7. The results showed that Curl-Defog can run in real-time on a
mid-range GPU.

Table 7. Average inference time and frames per second of CurL-Defog. All the tests were performed
using 100 images from the LIVE image defogging test set [42].

Device CPU GPU
Image Size 512× 512 512× 512 1024× 1024

Mean inference time (1 image) 1.8821 s 0.0248 s 0.0337 s
FPS ∼0.5 ∼40 ∼30

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed CurL-Defog, a defogging approach based on curriculum
learning and generative adversarial networks, with the aim of reducing the number of
artifacts in the output images. CurL-Defog exploits both paired and unpaired data to
effectively defog images, even in the presence of severe fog. Paired synthetic images
force the model not to introduce artifacts in the results, while using real images ensures a
satisfactory defogging of real data. Moreover, to automatically localize and numerically
estimate the amount of artifacts produced after the defogging, we proposed HArD, a
new, referenceless artifact detection technique. We also combined HArD with pre-existent
defogging metrics, producing the indicators HArD + e and HArD + r̄. The experiments
on CurL-Defog demonstrate the quality of our approach, with the method matching
or improving on state-of-the-art methods on both synthetic and real data. Our study
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confirmed that the information provided by paired data is useful to guide the model
towards regions of the parameter space that minimize the insertion of artifacts, especially
in the case of severe fog. We also tested our model in extreme conditions using severely
fogged images, and even in this case, CurL-Defog proved to be reliable and in line with the
current state-of-the-art approaches.

Some aspects that we did not consider in this work are foggy night photographs
and videos. Night photos are complex to handle due to the low ambient illumination
and light reflections. On the other hand, videos could be exploited to detect and remove
artifacts, since temporal coherence can be exploited to discriminate between real objects
(appearing at close locations across consecutive frames) and artifacts whose generation
is more random. Moreover, we would like to investigate the advantages of replacing the
gradient operator in HArD with alternative operators that better correlate with the human
visual system [38,39].
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